PROJECT DESCRIPTION / LOCATION
The project consists of the consolidation and expansion of an existing heifer facility and an existing
dairy facility located approximately 6 miles south of the City of Merced in unincorporated Merced
County. The existing Meirinho Dairy and the site of the proposed expansion are located on an
approximate 136-acre portion of a 971.0-acre site. Approximately 896 acres of the project site are
currently used for the production of crops and application of manure process water. Conditional
Use Permit CUP11-012 proposes to bring the existing dairy facility into compliance with Merced
County’s permit requirements, and to combine the two existing facilities and construct supporting
buildings and structures so that the modified dairy would house a total of 11,102 animals. This
would represent an increase of 4,182 animals from existing numbers. The proposed dairy expansion
project would include improvements to the existing active dairy facility to accommodate the
proposed herd increase, including the construction of: 2 new freestall barns (in addition to the 2
already constructed or currently being constructed pursuant to PPR11-019); 36 open lot corrals; a
special needs barn; a new wastewater storage pond; a commodity barn; a silage slab; four hay barns;
a new milk barn; a concrete processing pit; a concrete manure stacking pad with a mechanical
separator; two new wells; and a septic system that would serve a restroom for employees.
Construction of the proposed structures would be located on approximately 86 acres (on APN 066200-013 and 066-170-028). Upon completion, the area of active dairy facilities would include
approximately 130 acres since the existing heifer pens located on the western portion of the project
site (approximately 6 acres) would be removed and the land would be converted back to farmed
cropland. With construction of the proposed facilities, approximately 78 acres of cropland would be
removed from production and converted to active dairy facilities.

POTENTIAL AREAS OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
An initial evaluation of the proposed Meirinho Dairy Expansion project indicates that the project
has the potential to result in significant adverse effects on the environment for the following issue
areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air Quality
Biological Resources
Cultural Resources
Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Energy
Hydrology and Water Quality
Land Use Compatibility
Hazards

The Environmental Impact Report will concentrate upon the impacts associated with these areas. In
addition to the above, the Meirinho Dairy Expansion EIR will also include analysis of project
alternatives and cumulative effects.

Project Description

INITIAL STUDY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION
Project Title:

Meirinho Dairy Expansion
Conditional Use Permit No. CUP11-012

Project Location:

4890 Healy Road
Merced, CA 95348

Lead Agency Name and Address:

Merced County
Planning and Community Development Department
2222 ‘M’ Street
Merced, CA 95340

Contact Person and Phone Number:

Oksana Newmen, Planner III
Phone: (209) 385-7654

General Plan Designation:

Agricultural (Merced County General Plan)

Zoning:

A-1 (Agricultural Zone; Merced County)

1. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT
The project under evaluation in this Initial Study (IS) is the consolidation and expansion of an
existing heifer facility and an existing dairy facility south of the City of Merced in Merced County.

LOCATION
The existing Meirinho Dairy and the site of the proposed expansion are located on an approximate
136-acre portion of a 971.0-acre site in an unincorporated area of Merced County on the east side of
Healy Road, 0.5 miles south of BVD Avenue, and approximately 6 miles south of the City of
Merced. The project’s location is within the central California region (see Figures 1 and 2). The
project site is located on eight parcels, identified as Merced County Assessor’s Parcel Numbers
(APN) 066-170-027 (175.7 acres), 066-170-028 (156.3 acres) (existing 10-acre portion of active dairy
facilities), 066-170-029 (19.3 acres) (site of existing active dairy facilities), 066-200-013 (52.6 acres),
066-200-019 (10.9 acres) (site of existing active dairy facilities), 066-200-020 (206.7 acres), 066-200021 (102.7 acres), and 066-200-027 (246.8 acres). The project site is located in Section 22, Township
8 South, Range 14 East, Mount Diablo Base and Meridian; 37°13ʹ′21.12ʺ″N, 120°25ʹ′34.19ʺ″W.
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Figure 1
Regional Location
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Figure 2
Project Location

Project Description

EXISTING CONDITIONS
There is an existing heifer facility located on the western portion of the project site and an existing
dairy located to the east. The approximate 45 acres of developed facilities includes open lot corrals,
two freestall barns, a commodity storage area, a milk barn, two settling basins, and a wastewater
storage pond (located on APNs 066-170-029, 066-200-019, and 10 acres of APN 066-170-028 - see
Table 1). The two freestall barns on the project site have been approved by Merced County as
interim housing for the existing herd. One freestall barn is fully constructed and occupied, and the
other is under construction at the time of preparation of this NOP. There are approximately 5 acres
developed with dairy-owned residences and yards.
Table 1
APN

Project Parcels, Acreage, and Use
Acreage

Use

066-170-027

175.7

Oats silage-soft dough; corn silage; sudangrass silage

066-170-028
066-170-029

156.3
19.3

Existing dairy facility, oats silage-soft dough; corn silage; sudangrass silage
Existing dairy facility

066-200-019
066-200-013

10.9
52.6

Existing dairy facility
Residences, tailwater ditch, oats silage-soft dough; corn silage; sudangrass silage

066-200-020
066-200-027
066-200-021

206.7
246.8
102.7

Oats silage-soft dough; corn, silage; sudangrass silage
Oats silage-soft dough; corn, silage; sudangrass silage
Oats silage-soft dough; corn, silage; sudangrass silage

TOTAL

971.0

APN = Assessor’s Parcel Number
* Nutrients may not be applied to the entire acreage of the parcel listed; application acreage included in NMP dated 11/8/2011.

Source: Application Materials, November 2011; Nutrient Management Plan, November 2011.

Approximately 896 acres of the project site are currently used for the production of crops, only
some of which are also used for the application of manure process water and/or solid manure. The
remaining acreage consists of on-site roadways and ancillary uses to the dairy. The project applicant
currently owns all the cropland within the project area used for the application of wastewater and/or
dry manure; while the exact location of these leased parcels may vary throughout operations, the
disposal of solid manure and/or wastewater at off-site locations is accounted for in the project
Nutrient Management Plan (NMP). The cropland is surface irrigated with piping and alfalfa valves,
which provide effective shut-off and regulation of flow from underground pipelines to irrigation
furrows.
Domestic water to the site is delivered by three on-site domestic water wells. Irrigation water is
supplied by surface water from adjacent canals and three on-site irrigation wells.
As established at the time of Initial Study preparation (April 2012), there are approximately 6,920
animals at the dairy (510 milk cows and 6,410 support stock) (see Table 3 below for a breakout of
existing dairy herd by age-class). All cows housed at the dairy are Holsteins.
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The existing facility consists of flush and scrape systems that are used to collect and process
wastewater and solid manure. Animal wastes from freestall and other concrete-surfaced areas are
flushed to an on-site waste management system that consists of two settling ponds (i.e. treatment
ponds) and one wastewater storage pond. The area of active dairy facilities has been graded to direct
corral runoff to the existing waste management system. All stormwater runoff from roofed areas is
also routed to the wastewater ponds. Solid manure within corral areas is scraped.
Wastewater is mixed with irrigation water and applied to cropland. Receiving fields are graded to
guide excess applied irrigation water to an existing tailwater return system. Collected tailwater is
recycled and returned to the nearest field pipe access for reapplication. The dairy facility uses both
surface and groundwater for farm operations.
Dry manure is separated from liquids, accumulated on site, and processed for bedding material or
for use as fertilizer and soil amendments. Corrals are scraped at least two times per year. Solid
manure currently is stockpiled in uncovered piles. The solid manure is land applied - no manure is
hauled off site.
All of the crops grown on site are used for the growth of dairy feed crops, and supplement imported
grain and hay. Feed is stored in silage piles and an on-site commodity barn.
Operations at the dairy are 24 hours per day, 365 days per year, with most operations concentrated
during daylight hours. The dairy currently employs a staff of approximately 12 workers.
Currently, the site is served by heavy trucks (milk tankers, commodity deliveries), and other vehicles.
Existing daily trips by heavy trucks are estimated at 8.4 average daily trips, consisting of mainly trips
by milk tankers and delivery trucks. Average daily trips for all classes of vehicles are estimated at 100
trips. All trips currently access Healy Road via a private roadway located north of existing facilities.
Regional access would be via State Highway 99 to the east.

SURROUNDING LAND USES AND SETTING
There are several off-site single-family residences associated with other agricultural operations
located on parcels to the north, south, and west of the project site (see Table 2 and Figure 3). There
are several off-site residences located within the windshed of the dairy (defined as an area of 1,320
feet upwind to 2,640 downwind of the periphery of the animal facility). The closest residence is
located approximately 890 feet west of the existing dairy facility heifer pens (see Figure 3). Other
surrounding uses include State Highway 99 located approximately two miles northeast of the project
site, and several other agricultural facilities including dairy facilities located approximately ¼ mile
and 1 mile to the north, and a poultry ranch located approximately ¼ mile to the south of the
project site. The City of Merced is located approximately 6 miles to the north of the project site, and
the community of El Nido is approximately 6 miles to the southwest. There are six occupied on-site
residences located adjacent to the existing heifer facility.
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Figure 3
Active Dairy Facilities and Nearby
Residences Located in the Windshed

Project Description

Table 2
Location

Surrounding Land Uses at the Meirinho Dairy
Land Use

General Plan

Zoning

ON SITE

Dairy / Agriculture / 6 occupied dairy facility
residences / 2 condemned residences

Agricultural

General Agriculture A-1

NORTH
EAST

Agriculture / Residences / Dairies
Agriculture / State Highway 99

Agricultural
Agricultural

General Agricultural A-1
General Agricultural A-1

SOUTH
WEST

Agriculture / Residences / Poultry Facility
Agriculture / Residences

Agricultural
Agricultural

General Agricultural A-1
General Agricultural A-1

Source: Application Materials; Project Site Visit, May 11, 2012; Project Applicant, November 2011.

Project details such as adjacent land uses and cropping patterns could change over the course of
evaluation and from those existing at the time of this Initial Study; however, these changes would
consist of agricultural and ancillary uses consistent with the Merced County General Plan and would
not affect the analysis contained in this Initial Study.

PROJECT PERMITTING HISTORY
The existing animal confinement facility has been in operation since 1962. While there is no dairy
land use permit on file, a lagoon was permitted by Merced County in 1973. The County recently
issued permit PPR11-019, allowing for the construction of two freestall barns to replace some cattle
shade structures that were dilapidated and in disrepair. As stipulated in the permit, the number of
cattle will not be permitted to increase with the construction of these freestall barns. Due to the state
of disrepair of the existing cattle barns and other facilities, Merced County has agreed to allow these
freestall barns to be built ahead of the proposed CUP11-012 and associated environmental review.
To bring the existing dairy facility in compliance with Merced County permit requirements and allow
for future growth, the applicant has submitted an application for issuance of a new Conditional Use
Permit (CUP11-012) from the County.
The Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board (CVRWQCB) and the San Joaquin Valley
Air Pollution Control District (SJVAPCD) also regulate the existing dairy.
The CVRWQCB regulates the existing dairy under the General Order for Existing Milk Cow Dairies
(Order No. R5-2007-0035). Coverage under the General Order for Existing Milk Cow Dairies
requires approval and implementation of a Nutrient Management Plan (NMP) for the application of
waste to land application areas, and a Waste Management Plan (WMP) to ensure proper compliance
with the General Order. As established by the Report of Waste Discharge (ROWD) submitted for
the Meirinho Dairy to the CVRWQCB in October 2005, the State permitted herd size for the dairy
is 575 milk and dry cows combined1, with regulatory review required for expansions of greater than
15 percent above this value. To permit the proposed expansion, the CVRWQCB would be required
to issue Individual Waste Discharge Requirements (WDR) for the operation.

1

The CVRWQCB regulates only mature cows (milk and dry) and does not establish any limits on calves, heifers, and
other support stock.
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An existing Permit to Operate (PTO) issued for the dairy facility (Facility Number N-6951) allows
for 1,040 milk cows and 2,354 support stock with a flush/scrape system (expiring 12/31/2014). The
applicant will need to obtain an Authority to Construct (ATC) and PTO from the SJVAPCD for the
expanded herd and modification of existing facilities, as well as a modification of the dairy farm’s
existing Conservation Management Plan.

PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS
The project sponsor has filed Conditional Use Permit CUP11-012 to bring the existing dairy facility
into compliance with Merced County’s permit requirements, and to combine the two existing
facilities and construct supporting buildings and structures so that the modified dairy would house a
total of 11,102 animals (see Table 3 below). This would represent an increase of 4,182 animals from
existing numbers.
Table 3

Existing and Proposed Herd at the Meirinho Dairy
Milk
Cows

Dry
Cows

Bred Heifers
(15-24 mo.)

Large Heifers
(7-14 mo.)

Existing

510

100

100

3,300

Proposed
Change

4,800
4,290

1,000
900

1,600
1,500

1,400
-1,900

Bulls

Total
Animals

2,750

Calves
(0-3
mo.)
150

10

6,920

1,252
-1,498

900
750

150
140

11,102
4,182

Calves
(4-6 mo.)

Source: Application Materials, November 2011; Project NMP and WMP.

The proposed dairy expansion project would include improvements to the existing active dairy
facility to accommodate the proposed herd increase, including the construction of: 2 new freestall
barns (in addition to the 2 already constructed or currently being constructed pursuant to PPR11019); 36 open lot corrals; a special needs barn; a new wastewater storage pond; a commodity barn; a
silage slab; four hay barns; a new milk barn; a concrete processing pit; and a concrete manure
stacking pad with a mechanical separator. See Figure 4 for the dairy site plan and Figure 5 for the
surrounding fields.
Construction of the proposed structures would be located on approximately 86 acres (on APN 066200-013 and 066-170-028). Upon completion, the area of active dairy facilities would include
approximately 130 acres since the existing heifer pens located on the western portion of the project
site (approximately 6 acres) would be removed and the land would be converted back to farmed
cropland. With construction of the proposed facilities, approximately 78 acres of cropland would be
removed from production and converted to active dairy facilities.
Animal wastes from freestall and other concrete-surfaced areas would be flushed to an on-site waste
management system, except for solid manure within corral areas, which would be scraped. Liquid
manure would continue to be directed to the mechanical separator and settling basins and then
treated in the wastewater pond. Figure 6 shows a cross-section of a freestall dairy barn and Figure 7
illustrates the processes that occur at a dairy farm.
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Dairy Site Plan
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Figure 5
Dairy Fields
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Figure 6
Freestall Dairy Barn – Schematic Cross-Section
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Figure 7
Process Diagram

Project Description

Wastewater would continue to be mixed with irrigation water and applied to the land. With
conversion of 78 acres of existing cropland for construction of new active dairy facilities, the
majority of APN 066-200-013 would consist of dairy facilities. With the existing heifer pens
converted back to farmed cropland, there would be approximately 824 acres remaining for oats,
silage-soft dough, corn, and other silage cropland available for disposal of dairy wastewater. The
crop application areas would be located on portions of the following parcels: APN 066-170-027
(163.0-acre portion), 066-170-028 (106.0-acre portion), 066-200-013 (26.0-acre portion), 066-200020 (191.0-acre portion), 066-200-027 (238.0-acre portion), and 066-200-021 (100.0-acre portion)
(see Table 1).
Dry manure would continue to be separated from liquids, accumulated on site, and processed for
bedding material or sold and hauled off site for use as fertilizer and soil amendments. Corrals would
be scraped when solids exceed 6 inches in depth. Approximately 80 percent of the dry manure
would be exported off site with the proposed dairy expansion.
Operations at the dairy would continue to occur 24 hours per day, 365 days per year, with most
operations concentrated during daylight hours. With implementation of the proposed project, the
number of employees at the dairy and associated agricultural activities would increase from 12 to
approximately 35-45 workers.
The proposed project includes installation of a septic system near the proposed milk barn. All of the
necessary utilities for the dairy expansion are currently available on site and no additional utilities
would be required, unless an electrical upgrade is required depending on the electrical demand of the
expansion and the size of the existing transformer. A new well would be drilled for increased water
use from the herd expansion.
Circulation and Parking

The project site would continue to be served by heavy trucks (milk tankers, commodity deliveries),
and other vehicles. Daily trips by all classes of vehicle are estimated to increase from 100 to 200
average daily trips, with an approximate increase of 5.4 heavy truck trips (see Table 4). All trips
would continue to access Healy Road via a private roadway north of existing facilities. The proposed
project includes nine parking spaces (including one handicapped) at the expanded facility.
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Table 4

Meirinho Dairy Expansion Project Trip Generation and Assignment

Trip Type/Purpose

Residential Dwellings (on-site)
Employees (off-site)

Daily Trip
Generation
Factor
9.5/residence
*See Note 1
3/employee
*See Note 2

Type of
Vehicle

Daily Trips

Local Route
of Trip

Existing

With
Project

Auto/Light
Truck

66.5

66.5

Healy Rd

Auto/Light
Truck

18

117

Healy Rd

Milk Tanker

Heavy Truck

1

2

Healy Rd

Commodities transport from off-site

Heavy Truck

0.4

2.0

Healy Rd

*See Note 3

Heavy Truck

0

5.7

Healy Rd

*See Note 4
*See Note 5

Heavy Truck

6

3.1

Private roads

Heavy Truck

1

1

Private roads

Medium Truck

0.3

0.3

Healy Rd

Light Truck
Auto/Light
Truck

0.1

0.1

Healy Rd

2

2

Healy Rd

86.6
0.3
8.4
95.3

185.6
0.3
13.8
199.7

Solid manure transport to off-site
fields
Silage transport off-site (4)
Hay transport off-site (5)
Rendering Service
Veterinarian
Purveyor sales

1/week
2/facility office

Total Auto/Light Truck Trips
Total Medium Truck Trips
Total Heavy Truck Trips
Total Trips

Notes: Trip Generation table based on Planning Partners assumptions and information obtained from project applicant
1. Six existing occupied residential dwellings located on site.
2. 6 off-site employees existing; up to 39 off-site employees proposed.
3. Currently all manure is maintained on site; approximately 40 weekly trips truck trips would export 80 percent of dry manure
under proposed operations
4. Existing operations export 80 percent of silage generated on site; proposed operations would export 60 percent of silage
generated on site.
5. Existing operations export 50 percent of hay generated on site; proposed operations would continue to export 50 percent of hay
generated on site.

Source: Planning Partners May 2012. Project Application Materials, November 2011.

ESTABLISHING THE PROPER “BASELINE” FOR THE PROPOSED DAIRY
EXPANSION
To determine whether an impact is significant, a “baseline” set of environmental conditions is
required against which agencies can assess the significance of project impacts. As established by
CEQA Guidelines §15125(a), the existing environmental setting, usually established at the time a
notice of preparation is issued, should normally constitute the baseline. Therefore, “the impacts of a
proposed project are ordinarily to be compared to the actual environmental conditions existing at
the time of CEQA analysis, rather than to allowable conditions defined by a plan or regulatory
framework” (Communities for a Better Environment v. South Coast Air Quality Management
District (2010) 158 Cal.App.4th 1336). Essentially, prior operating permits or permit levels do not in
themselves establish a baseline for CEQA review of a new project.
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As most recently set forth in Communities for a Better Environment v. South Coast Air Quality
Management District, a long line of California Court of Appeals decisions has upheld this line of
reasoning, including cases where a plan or project allowed for greater development or more intense
activity than had so far actually occurred, as well as cases where actual development or activity had,
by the time CEQA analysis was begun, already exceeded that allowed under the existing regulations.
In the case of the Meirinho Dairy Expansion project, the current permitted limit for the dairy is 575
milk and dry cows combined as established in the 2005 ROWD for the CVRWQCB. The existing
operations are unpermitted by the County. However, while the existing herd exceeds these numbers,
in accordance with CEQA, the baseline herd to be used in this environmental analysis is the herd
count at the time of NOP preparation, comprising a total of 6,920 animals, including 510 milk cows.

REQUIRED APPROVALS, OTHER PROCESSES, AND CONSULTATIONS
A listing and brief description of the regulatory permits and approvals required to implement the
proposed project is provided below. This environmental document is intended to address the
environmental impacts associated with all of the following decision actions and approvals.

Merced County and Other Local and Regional Agencies
Merced County
The County has the following permitting authority related to the proposed Meirinho Dairy
Expansion project:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Preparation and approval of an Environmental Impact Report - Merced County will act
as the lead agency as defined by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), and
will have authority to determine if the Environmental Impact Report is adequate under
CEQA.
Approval of the Conditional Use Permit - Merced County will consider the proposed
dairy project as a “Conditional Use Permit.” Conditional Use Permits are discretionary
permits for uses of land that require special review to ensure that they are compatible
with the neighborhood and surrounding residences. They are considered more likely to
affect surrounding land uses than uses permitted by right in a zoning district or those
uses permitted under Administrative Permits.
Building Permit - Merced County will require a building permit for the proposed dairy
expansion project.
Demolition Permit - Merced County will require a demolition permit to remove existing
condemned mobile home structures on site.
Additional Dwelling Occupancy Monitoring Permit (ADOMP) - Merced County will
require an ADOMP for residences in excess of one allowed by right per parcel.
Encroachment Permit - The Merced County Department of Public Works will require
an Encroachment Permit to allow the applicant to improve all driveways used by heavy
truck operations associated with the dairy with either paved or concrete approaches onto
the adjacent County roadway, in accordance with Chapter 7 of the Merced County
Department of Public Works Improvement Standards and Specifications.
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•

•

Domestic Water Supply and Septic systems - The Merced County Division of
Environmental Health will require a domestic well schematic that shows all wells that
provide potable water to family and employee residences, including the number of yearround residents in each dwelling and which well(s) provide water to each residence. A
plot plan must also show all existing and proposed septic systems, including leach line
replacement areas.
Hazardous Material Business Plan (HMBP) - The storage of any hazardous material
stored on site over threshold quantities (55 gallons; 200 cu. ft.; or 500 pounds) would
require a HMBP to be filed with the Merced County Division of Environmental Health.
Any quantity of hazardous waste generated on site also requires that a HMBP be filed.

San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District
•

•

Page 16

Authority to Construct / Permit to Operate – The owner or operator of any facility or
activity (including agricultural activities) that emits criteria air pollutants or their
precursors above certain thresholds must first obtain an Authority to Construct from the
San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District (SJVAPCD). All new sources
exceeding thresholds will be required to apply for an Authority to Construct (ATC) and
Permit to Operate (PTO); this essentially is one permit that is issued in two steps. The
applicant first obtains an ATC with specific conditions for implementation during
construction; then an inspection is completed and, if all the conditions of the ATC are
met during construction, the applicant is issued a PTO. Beyond the ATC and PTO,
preparation of an Air Quality Impact Assessment (AQIA) would be required, in addition
to compliance with other district regulations.
Conservation Management Practices (CMP) Plan – The owner or operator of any
agricultural facility of 100 acres or more, or an animal confinement facility in excess of
500 mature cows (for a dairy operation), must submit a CMP plan to the SJVAPCD
prior to June 30, 2004 for existing uses, and prior to operation for proposed uses. The
Meirinho Dairy will be submitting a modification request to their existing CMP Plan
based on their proposed expansion. A CMP plan requires that farm operators implement
dust reduction practices for each of the following categories: harvest; unpaved roads;
unpaved equipment/vehicle yards; and, other. One CMP Plan must be submitted for
each crop currently grown or that will be grown within the two-year time frame of each
Plan.
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State of California
State agencies have the following permitting authority related to the proposed Meirinho Dairy
Expansion project:
State Water Resources Control Board
•

General Construction Activity – The State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB)
has adopted a General Construction Activity Storm Water Permit for storm water
discharges associated with any construction activity, including clearing, grading,
excavation, reconstruction, and dredge and fill activities, that results in the disturbance of
at least one acre of total land area, or whose projects disturb less than one acre but are
part of a large common plan of development that disturbs one or more acres. Effective
July 1, 2010 all dischargers are required to obtain coverage under the Construction
General Permit Order 2009-0009-DWQ adopted on September 2, 2009. This General
Permit has developed specific BMPs as well as numeric action levels and numeric
effluent limitations in order to achieve these minimum federal standards. In addition, the
General Permit requires a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and Rain
Event Action Plan (another dynamic, site-specific plan) to be developed.

Regional Water Quality Control Board - Central Valley Region
•

Waste Discharge Requirements – The owner or operator of any facility or activity that
discharges, or proposes to discharge, waste that may affect groundwater quality or from
which waste may be discharged in a diffused manner (e.g., erosion from soil disturbance)
must first obtain a WDR permit from the CVRWQCB. The CVRWQCB regulates
discharges from dairies and other confined animal facilities according to the antidegradation requirements of the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act and the
Water Quality Control Plan for the Sacramento River and San Joaquin River Basins. The
CVRWQCB will be issuing Individual WDRs for the Meirinho Dairy Expansion.

Federal Government
No permitting from federal agencies would be required.

PROJECT CONSTRUCTION AND PHASING
Construction of the proposed expansion is scheduled to begin one year following approval of the
Conditional Use Permit. The project would be constructed in two phases. The first phase would
involve the construction of a milk barn, processing pit, mechanical separator, commodity area,
storage pond, and a storage area for manure (two freestall barns have already been constructed on
site). The second phase would involve the construction of two freestall barns, open lot corrals, and
hay barns.
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APPLICATION OF THE MERCED COUNTY ANIMAL CONFINEMENT ORDINANCE
AND ZONING CODE
On October 22, 2002, Merced County adopted revisions to the County’s Animal Confinement
Ordinance (ACO). Additional revisions to the Merced County ACO and Merced County Code
Chapter 18.02.02 (Zoning Code Agricultural Zones) were adopted on February 8, 2005. (The
Merced County ACO is included as a section of Title 18 Zoning of the Merced County Code.) The
ACO regulates the design, construction, and operation of animal confinement facilities within the
county. Because the Ordinance is regulatory rather than permissive, all existing and proposed animal
confinement facilities within the county are required to comply with the terms of the Ordinance,
including the proposed Meirinho Dairy Expansion project.
Following is a summary of major ACO provisions. Copies of the complete text of the Ordinance are
available from: the Merced County Division of Environmental Health (DEH), 260 E. 15th Street,
Merced, California, 95340; the Merced County Planning and Community Development Department,
2222 ‘M‘ Street, Merced, California 95340; and on the County’s Internet site at
<http://www.qcode.us/codes/mercedcounty/>
Merced County’s ACO provides environmental compliance regulations that affect dairies and other
animal confinement facilities in Merced County. The Ordinance requires that all animal confinement
facilities, existing and new, complete and implement a Comprehensive Nutrient Management Plan
(CNMP) – for existing animal confinement facilities, CNMPs must be completed by December 31,
2006, and for the construction of a new facility, or for modification or expansion of an existing
animal confinement facility, the CNMP must be completed prior to construction. The purpose of
the CNMP is to ensure a balance between manure/wastewater application and nutrient uptake by
crops in order to minimize impacts to groundwater. Since adoption of the ACO, the Regional Water
Quality Control Board has issued new requirements for preparation of a Nutrient Management Plan
(NMP) and Waste Management Plan (WMP), which would serve in place of the CNMP as allowed
by County Code Chapter 18.48.055K.
In addition to the CNMP, the ACO includes measures designed to increase protection of surface
and groundwater resources. Both liquid and dry manure are regulated by the Ordinance under
detailed management requirements. For example, the ACO prohibits the storage or application of
manure (liquid or dry) within 100 feet of a surface water body or irrigation well unless adequate
protection is provided. Dry manure storage and application is regulated to prevent groundwater or
surface water contamination. In addition, the liquid manure management system must include
provisions for appropriate cropland application and collection of tailwater from cropland irrigated
with liquid manure. The ACO requires that all off-site discharge of drainage water from cropland
application areas meet the discharge and receiving water standards of the appropriate irrigation or
drainage district and the RWQCB.
The ACO also includes design and management provisions for the construction of retention ponds
and settling basins to prevent groundwater contamination, obnoxious odors, or excessive fly or
mosquito breeding. The retention pond provisions of the Ordinance apply only to new or expanding
animal confinement facilities. The ACO measures for retention ponds and settling basins include
capacity requirements, maintenance guidelines, size restrictions, and minimum design standards of
10-6 centimeters per second seepage velocity or less.
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To prevent nuisances from odors or vectors, the ACO requires animal confinement facilities to
implement both odor control measures and a vector control plan. The need for specific control
measures is determined by the Merced County DEH on a site-specific basis. Additionally, the
Ordinance prohibits the location of new animal confinement facilities within one-half mile of urban
areas or areas zoned for residential uses, or concentrations of rural residences. To provide additional
protection from the nuisances mentioned above, the ACO generally prohibits the location of animal
confinement facilities within 1,000 feet of an off-site residence, unless written permission from the
off-site resident or property owner is given.
To ensure compliance with the provisions of the ACO, the Ordinance requires routine inspections
of animal confinement facilities by Merced County DEH. Enforcement of the provisions contained
in the revised ACO is conducted by Merced County DEH and the Planning and Community
Development Department. In addition, the ACO includes penalties for any person who violates or
fails to comply with the provisions of the ACO.

TIERING FROM THE MERCED COUNTY ANIMAL CONFINEMENT ORDINANCE EIR
“Tiering” refers to the relationship between a program-level EIR (where long-range programmatic
cumulative impacts are the focus of the environmental analysis) and subsequent environmental
analyses such as this subject document, which focus primarily on issues unique to a smaller project
within the larger program or plan pursuant to §15168 of the State CEQA Guidelines. Tiering
focuses the environmental review on the project-specific significant effects that were not examined
in the prior environmental review or are susceptible to substantial reduction or avoidance by specific
revisions in the project, by the imposition of conditions, or by other means. The tiering concept will
be discussed more fully in the EIR for this project.
In the case of the Meirinho Dairy Expansion project, the environmental analysis for this Initial
Study is tiered from the EIR for the Merced County Animal Confinement Ordinance Revision. The Merced
County Board of Supervisors certified the EIR and adopted the revised ACO on October 22, 2002
(SCH #2000072024). The environmental conclusions of the 2002 EIR were subsequently
reconfirmed in an Addendum to the EIR prepared and certified by the County on February 8, 2005.
The ACO regulates the design, construction, and operation of animal confinement facilities within
the County; all existing and proposed animal confinement facilities within the County are required to
comply with the terms of the Ordinance, including the Meirinho Dairy Expansion project. To reflect
this, the requirements of the Ordinance and conclusions of the environmental analysis contained in
the ACO EIR were incorporated in this Initial Study.
The ACO EIR comprehensively evaluated the potential environmental effects of implementing the
revisions to the ACO and from approval of new or expanding animal confinement facilities. The
ACO EIR identified a number of mitigation measures that would reduce the magnitude of these
potential effects. Those measures were subsequently adopted by the County as conditions of
approval for the revisions to the ACO, and a mitigation monitoring program was adopted. Because
the Meirinho Dairy Expansion project is subject to the requirements of the ACO for new and
expanding animal confinement facilities, those previously adopted mitigation measures and
conditions apply to the Meirinho Dairy Expansion project, and would continue to apply after
approval of the currently requested actions. Therefore, the Meirinho Dairy Expansion project is
related to the ACO EIR and, pursuant to §15152(a) of the CEQA Guidelines, tiering of
environmental documents is appropriate.
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The 2002 ACO EIR can be reviewed at the following location:
Merced County
Division of Environmental Health
650 E. 15th St.
Merced, California 95341
Based on the reasoning set forth above, this environmental evaluation implements, and is consistent
with, mitigation measures and study protocols adopted by Merced County in its certification of the
EIR for Revisions to the ACO and its approval of the Revised Ordinance. Because of its importance
relative to understanding the environmental analysis that has occurred to date with respect to the
potential environmental impacts associated with the construction and operation of animal
confinement facilities in Merced County, the ACO EIR is hereby incorporated by reference
pursuant to CEQA Guidelines §15150 as though fully set forth herein.
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2. ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS
PURPOSE AND LEGAL BASIS FOR THE INITIAL STUDY
As a public disclosure document, this Initial Study also provides local decision makers and the public
with information regarding the environmental impacts associated with the proposed project.
According to § 15063 of the CEQA Guidelines, the purpose of an Initial Study is to:
1. Provide the Lead Agency with information to use as the basis for deciding whether to
prepare an EIR or a Negative Declaration.
2. Enable an applicant or Lead Agency to modify a project, mitigating adverse impacts before
an EIR is prepared, thereby enabling the project to qualify for a Negative Declaration.
3. Assist in the preparation of an EIR, if one is required by:
a. Focusing the EIR on the effects determined to be significant,
b. Identifying the effects determined not to be significant,
c. Explaining the reasons for determining that potentially significant effects would not be
significant, and
d. Identifying whether a program EIR, tiering, or another appropriate process can be used
for analysis of the project’s environmental effects.
4. Facilitate environmental assessment early in the design of a project.
5. Provide documentation of the factual basis for the finding in a Negative Declaration that a
project will not have a significant effect on the environment.
6. Eliminate unnecessary EIRs.
7. Determine whether a previously prepared EIR could be used with the project.

INITIAL ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST
Following each major category in the Initial Study, there are four determinations by which to judge
the project’s impact. These categories and their meanings are shown below:
“No Impact” means that it is anticipated that the project will not affect the physical environment
on or around the project site. It therefore does not warrant mitigation measures.
“Less-than-Significant Impact” means the project is anticipated to affect the physical
environment on and around the project site, however to a less-than-significant degree, and therefore
not warranting mitigation measures.
“Less than Significant with Mitigation Incorporated” applies to impacts where the
incorporation of mitigation measures into a project has reduced an effect from “Potentially
Significant” to “Less Than Significant”. In such cases, and with such projects, mitigation measures
will be provided including a brief explanation of how they reduce the effect to a less-than-significant
level.
“Potentially Significant Impact” means there is substantial evidence that an effect is significant,
and no mitigation is possible.
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ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED
The environmental factors checked below would be potentially affected by this project, involving at
least one impact that is a “Potentially Significant Impact” as indicated by the checklist on the
following pages.
Aesthetics

Agriculture and Forestry Resources ✗ Air Quality
Geology / Soils
✗ Biological Resources
✗ Cultural Resources
✗ Greenhouse Gas Emissions ✗ Hazards & Hazardous Materials
✗ Hydrology / Water Quality
Mineral Resources
Noise
✗ Land Use / Planning
Population and Housing
Transportation / Traffic
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Public Services
Utilities / Service Systems

Recreation
Mandatory Findings of
✗
Significance
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

I.

Less than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

AESTHETICS
Would the project:
a)

Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?

✓

b)

Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but
not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic
buildings within a state scenic highway?

✓

c)

Substantially degrade the existing visual character or
quality of the site and its surroundings?

✓

d)

Create a new source of substantial light or glare which
would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area?

✓

The project site is currently in agricultural use (agricultural crops and an existing dairy) and
surrounded by agricultural uses and associated residences.
Question a: No Impact. Viewers are limited to motorists on perimeter roadways and residents of
surrounding agricultural facilities and operations. No scenic vista is visible from the project site; nor
is the site visible from any nearby scenic vista. Because the proposed dairy expansion would not
affect a scenic vista, no impact would result with implementation of the project.
Question b: No Impact. No state- or locally-designated scenic highway is visible from the project
site; nor is the site visible from any nearby designated scenic highway (Caltrans 2007). Further, no
important scenic resources are located on the project site. Because the project site is not located
within the viewshed of a designated scenic highway, there would be no damage to scenic resources,
and no impact would result with implementation of the dairy expansion project.
Question c: Less-than-significant Impact. Developed agricultural facilities in the vicinity range
from irrigated cropland to confined animal facilities, including dairy facilities located approximately
¼ mile and 1 mile to the north, and a poultry ranch located approximately ¼ mile to the south of
the project site. Though the existing heifer and dairy facilities are visible from perimeter roads, their
appearance is a common sight in rural areas of Merced County, and the visual effects of the animal
confinement facilities are reasonable and expected in the context of the Agriculture land use
designation. The proposed project would appear similar to existing facilities in the project area, and
would be considered common and appropriate to the region by most viewers. Since the proposed
project is consistent with the existing and planned agricultural uses of the area, implementation of
the project would not degrade the existing visual character of the site or surroundings.
Question d: Less-than-significant Impact. The project may add an additional source of light to
the area for new security lighting. While there are sensitive receptors for nighttime light and glare
located in the vicinity of proposed active dairy operations, County standards require that all new
lighting be directed away from or be properly shaded to eliminate light trespass or glare within a
project or onto surrounding properties. Compliance with County requirements would reduce any
light and glare effects to less-than-significant levels.
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

II.

Less than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
✓

No Impact

AGRICULTURE AND FOREST RESOURCES
Would the project:
a)

b)
c)

Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or
Farmland of Statewide Importance (Farmland), as
shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland
Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California
Resources Agency, to non-agricultural use?
Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a
Williamson Act contract?

✓

Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of,
forest land (as defined in Public Resources Code
Section 12220(g)), timberland (as defined by Public
Resources Code Section 4526), or timberland zoned
Timberland Production (as defined by Government
Code Section 51104(g))?
✓

d)
e)

Result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest
land to non-forest use?
Involve other changes in the existing environment
which, due to their location or nature, could result in
conversion of Farmland, to non-agriculture use or
conversion of forest land to non-forest use?

✓

✓

The project site is currently in agricultural use and surrounded by similar agricultural uses and
associated residences. Construction of the proposed dairy facilities and expansion of the existing
herd would represent a continuation of agricultural uses.
Question a: Less-than-significant Impact. According to the California Department of
Conservation’s (DOC) Important Farmlands Map of Merced County, the area for proposed active
dairy facilities is designated Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance,
Farmland of Local Importance, and Confined Animal Agriculture (FMMP 2010). Confined Animal
Agriculture lands as defined by DOC include poultry facilities, feedlots, dairy facilities, and fish
farms. The project site cropland is designated as Farmland of Local Importance, Farmland of
Statewide Importance, Unique Farmland, Semi-agricultural and Rural Commercial land, Prime
Farmland, and Vacant/Disturbed Land (see Figure 8).
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The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) provides agricultural ratings for soils in the
project area in the Merced County Soil Survey (see Table 5). Predominant soils in the area of the
project site as classified by the NRCS consist of soils of the Burchell and Lewis soil associations.
The majority of the area of the proposed dairy expansion is located on the Burchell silt loam, 0 to 1
percent slopes (BgA) soil type, and small portions of the expansion area are located on Lewis loam,
slightly saline-alkali, 0 to 1 percent slopes (LkA) and Lewis silty clay loam, slightly saline-alkali, 0 to 1
percent (LoA) soil types. These soils are rated as Prime Farmland soils, if irrigated, and Farmland of
Statewide Importance (see Table 5).
Table 5

Meirinho Dairy On-Site Soil Types
Soil Map Symbol and Name

(BgA) Burchell silt loam , 0 to 1 percent slopes
(BkA) Burchell silt loam, slightly saline-alkali, 0 to 1
percent slopes
(BnA) Burchell silty clay loam, 0 to 1 percent slopes
(LfA) Landlow silty clay loam, slightly saline-alkali, 0
to 1 percent slopes
(LkA) Lewis loam, slightly saline-alkali, 0 to 1 percent
slopes
(LmA) Lewis loam, moderately saline-alkali, 0 to 1
percent slopes
(LoA) Lewis silty clay loam, slightly saline-alkali, 0 to 1
percent
(LpA) Lewis silty clay loam, moderately saline-alkali, 0
to 1 percent slopes
(LrA) Lewis silty clay loam, strongly saline-alkali, 0 to 1
percent slopes
(MeA) Marguerite loam, 0 to 1 percent slopes
(WbA) Waukena fine sandy loam, moderately salinealkali, 0 to 1 percent slopes
(WsA) Wyman loam, deep over hardpan, 0 to 3
percent slopes
Source:

Approx. %
Project Site
15.2%
4.7%

CA Revised Storie
Farmland Classification
Index Grade
2 - Good
Prime, if irrigated
4 - Poor
Prime, if irrigated

0.3%
0.7%

4 - Poor
3 - Fair

Prime, if irrigated
Statewide Importance

16.3%

5 - Very Poor

Statewide Importance

1.4%

5 - Very Poor

Not Prime

20%

5 - Very Poor

Statewide Importance

35.7%

5 - Very Poor

Not Prime

2.5%

5 - Very Poor

Not Prime

0.3%
2.3%

1 - Excellent
3 - Fair

Prime, if irrigated
Not Prime

0.6%

1 - Excellent

Prime, if irrigated

Soil Survey Staff, Natural Resources Conservation Service, United States Department of Agriculture. Web Soil Survey.
Available online at http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/ accessed May 24, 2012.

Construction of the proposed improvements to the existing active dairy would convert
approximately 78 acres of existing cropland to active dairy facilities, an agricultural use. This area of
cropland is designated as Farmland of Statewide Importance, Unique Farmland, Prime Farmland,
Farmland of Local Importance, Semi-agricultural and Rural Commercial land, and
Vacant/Disturbed Land. Because this area of the project site would be maintained in agricultural
use, construction of the proposed facilities would not convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland or
Farmland of Statewide Importance to a non-agricultural use, and a less-than-significant impact
would result.
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Question b: Less-than-significant Impact. The project area is designated for agricultural uses by
the Merced County General Plan and Zoning Ordinance. Six of the eight project site parcels are
currently under a Williamson Act Contract, including APNs 066-170-028 and -029; and 066-200013, 019, -021, and -027. However, the proposed dairy expansion would not modify conditions of
those contracts (Merced County 2007; Newmen 2012). The existing use, a dairy, is an agricultural
use consistent with the General Plan and Zoning Ordinance. Adjacent properties are also in
agricultural uses, namely field crops in most surrounding areas and several nearby agricultural
facilities including dairy facilities located approximately ¼ mile and 1 mile to the north, and a poultry
ranch located approximately ¼ mile to the south of the project site. No feature of the project would
preclude or limit the agricultural use of the project site or adjoining parcels. There are several off-site
single-family residences associated with other agricultural operations located on parcels to the north,
south, and west of the project site. The nearest off-site residence is located approximately 890 feet
west of the existing heifer pens of the Meirinho Dairy. These surrounding residences would not
conflict with continued agricultural production on the site (for location of off-site residences, see
Figure 3). Thus, the proposed project would be the continuation of an existing agricultural use
consistent with County policies, and would not conflict with adjacent agricultural and/or nonagricultural uses.
Question c, d: No Impact. The project site is not zoned for forest land or timberland, nor are
there any forest resources located on the project site. Thus, no impact would occur.
Question e: No Impact. The proposed dairy expansion project would not involve the
development of any use inconsistent with the project site’s agriculture zoning, and would not result
in the development of non-agricultural uses. Thus, no impact would occur.
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

III.

Less than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

AIR QUALITY
Would the project:
a)
b)

c)

Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the
applicable air quality plan?
Violate any air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existing or projected air quality
violation?

✓
✓

Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of
any criteria air pollutant for which the project region is
non-attainment under an applicable federal or state
ambient air quality standard (including releasing
emissions which exceed quantitative thresholds for
ozone precursors)?
✓

d)
e)

Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations?

✓

Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial
number of people?

✓

Air quality influences public health and welfare, the economy, and quality of life. Air pollutants have
the potential to adversely impact public health, the production and quality of agricultural crops,
visibility, native vegetation, and buildings and structures.
Merced County is located in the San Joaquin Valley air basin (SJVAB). Air quality within the County
is regulated by the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District (SJVAPCD) under both federal
and state Clean Air Acts. The Air Basin is in “severe” nonattainment for the state 1-hour ozone
standard; “extreme” nonattainment for the revoked federal 1-hour ozone standard; “extreme”
nonattainment for the federal 8-hour ozone standard; attainment of federal PM10 standards;
nonattainment of state PM10 standards; and nonattainment for federal and state PM2.5 standards
(CARB 2011; EPA 2012).
SJVAPCD’s Rule 2010 applies to agricultural uses, including dairies, and states that “any person who
plans to or does operate, construct, alter, or replace any source of emission of air contaminants”
must obtain approval of the Air Pollution Control Officer and receive the following permits: an
Authority to Construct (ATC) and a Permit to Operate (PTO).
In addition to the ATC and PTO permits, dairies must comply with many other air district rules and
regulations including, at minimum, Regulation VIII, New Source Review, and health risk
assessments in compliance with AB 2588. Developed as part of the 2003 PM10 Planning process,
Regulation VIII includes specific emission control strategies for fugitive dust from
construction/demolition, bulk materials, carryout, open areas, paved and unpaved roads, equipment
on unpaved roads, paved road dust, fugitive windblown dust, and farming operations. Regulation
VIII and Rules 8011-8081, including preparation of a dust control plan, apply to the Meirinho Dairy
Expansion project. New sources of air pollution, and modifications of existing sources, must comply
with District Rule 2201 (New and Modified Source Review), also known as New Source Review
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(NSR) and include Best Available Control Technology (BACT), Best Available Retrofit Control
Technology (BARCT), and Offsets.
Question a-e: Potentially Significant Impact. The proposed dairy expansion is anticipated to
have potentially significant impacts from the following air emission sources that will be evaluated
further in the DEIR: construction-related emissions of reactive organic gases, nitrogen oxides and
fugitive dust; operations-related emissions of carbon monoxide, ozone precursors, fugitive dust, and
hazardous pollutants; and odors from project operations. A health risk assessment will be prepared
and will address emissions from: ammonia; particulate matter and its toxic components (e.g.,
aluminum, lead, manganese, nickel, etc.); and xylenes, formaldehydes, and carbon tetrachloride from
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs).
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

IV.

Less than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Would the project:
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or
through habitat modifications, on any species identified
as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species in
local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by
the California Department of Fish and Game or the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service?

✓

Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian
habitat or other sensitive natural community identified
in local or regional plans, policies, and regulations or by
the California Department of Fish and Game or the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service?

✓

Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected
wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water
Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool,
coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling,
hydrological interruption, or other means?

✓

Interfere substantially with the movement of any native
resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with
established native resident or migratory wildlife
corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery
sites?

✓

Conflict with any local policies or ordinances
protecting biological resources, such as a tree
preservation policy or ordinance?
Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat
Conservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation
Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat
conservation plan?

✓

✓

Question a through e: Potentially significant Impact. Conversion of cultivated farmland to
dairy facilities could contribute to the loss of foraging habitat for some special-status species.
Because wetland and vernal pool grassland habitat areas are located south of the project site near
Dutchman Creek and the Chowchilla River, dairy operations have the potential to impact sensitive
habitats. Also, the project site may provide occasional foraging opportunities for sensitive wildlife
species, including various species of raptors and migratory birds. These would be potentially
significant impacts that will be evaluated further in the DEIR. A reconnaissance-level biological
survey of the project site, including dairy owned cropland that currently receives or would be
irrigated with dairy wastewater with the proposed expansion, will be conducted to assess existing
biological conditions and potential impacts.
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

V.

Less than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

CULTURAL RESOURCES
Would the project:
a)

Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance
of a historical resource as defined in §15064.5?

✓

b)

Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance
of an archaeological resource as defined in §15064.5?

✓

c)

Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological
resource or site or unique geologic feature?

✓

d)

Disturb any human remains, including those interred
outside of formal cemeteries?

✓

Question a through d: Potentially Significant Impact. Implementation of the proposed project
may result in site clearing, grading, and other ground disturbing activities that could adversely effect
cultural resources. A portion of the project site that currently consists of cropland has not been
previously developed and is located within one-half mile of Dutchman Creek, a natural tributary to
the San Joaquin River. According to the Merced County General Plan:
Areas that are considered “sensitive” and likely to contain archaeological or historic cultural
resources are often located near natural watercourses, springs, or ponds, and on elevated ground
such as ridges and knolls. The channels of natural watercourses change over the years and
springs dry up or emerge at different locations, therefore, archaeological sites are often found in
areas that are distant from present-day sources of water. Many archaeological sites in the region
have been covered by alluvial deposits and therefore, would not necessarily be evident solely by
inspection of the ground surface. Disturbance or destruction of cultural resources may result
from any type of activity that involves disturbing the earth or removing existing structures.
Significant cultural remains can also exist below the plow zone in Merced County and construction
activities in these undeveloped areas could unearth and potentially damage cultural resources.
Because the dairy is located near a surface waterway, and cultural remains may exist in the subsurface
portions of farmland that have not been previously disturbed by agricultural uses, the conversion of
cultivated farmland to dairy facilities could disturb unknown cultural resources. This would be a
potentially significant impact that will be evaluated further in the DEIR. A reconnaissance-level
cultural resources survey of the project site, including over 78 acres of dairy owned cropland
proposed to be converted to active dairy facilities, will be conducted to determine existing
archaeological and historical resource conditions and potential impacts.
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

VI.
a)

i)

Less than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

GEOLOGY AND SOILS
Would the project:
Expose people or structures to potential substantial
adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury or
death involving:
Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on
the most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault
Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the area
or based on other substantial evidence of a known
fault?
ii)

✓

Strong seismic ground shaking?
✓

iii) Seismic-related ground failure, including
liquefaction?

✓

iv) Landslides?
✓
b)

Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil?
✓

c)

d)

e)

Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or
that would become unstable as a result of the project,
and potentially result in on- or off-site landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse?
Be located expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of
the Uniform Building Code (1994), creating substantial
risks to life or property?
Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use
of septic tanks or alternative waste water disposal
systems where sewers are not available for the disposal
of waste water?

✓

✓

✓

The Meirinho Dairy project site is located within the Great Central Valley of California. The Central
Valley is composed primarily of alluvial deposits from erosion of the Sierra Nevada Mountains
located to the east and of the Coastal Ranges located to the west. The elevation of the project site
ranges from approximately 167-177 feet above mean sea level (MSL). The topography of the project
site is generally flat, with varying agricultural field elevations sloping downward from northeast to
southwest.
Question a: Less-than-significant Impact. The project is not located within a mapped fault
hazard zone and there is no record or evidence of faulting on the project site (DOC 2012; Merced
County 2007a). Because no fault traces underlie the project site, no impact would result with project
implementation.
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The State Division of Mines and Geology has published a map of maximum expectable earthquake
intensities for California. There are two severity zones statewide, both of which are found in Merced
County. The proposed Meirinho Dairy project is located within Zone II (Merced County 2007b). In
the event an earthquake occurs within Zone II, according to the State Division of Mines and
Geology it would result in damage of moderate severity. However, the proposed project is
categorized as a low risk use that is considered suitable in all ground-shaking zones. Merced County
requires that all new construction comply with the seismic safety requirements of the California
Building Standards Code (CBC). Compliance with the CBC would reduce risks on the project site
from seismic ground shaking to levels considered acceptable for the State and region, and no
significant risks from groundshaking would occur.
While the County has not recognized any specific areas subject to liquefaction hazard, there is the
potential for occurrence where unconsolidated sediments and a high water table coincide (Merced
County 2007c). Probable areas for liquefaction hazards include the county’s wetland areas and areas
with high groundwater or near levees. California Department of Water Resources groundwater level
records indicate that groundwater levels in the area surrounding the project site have varied from
152 to 165 feet below ground surface from 1955 – 1980 (DWR 2011). Thus, because of the depth to
groundwater levels, it is unlikely that the project would be exposed to liquefaction hazards.
Although the proposed project would not likely be exposed to the effects of liquefaction, building
standards imposed by Merced County and compliance with CBC requirements would further reduce
this potential impact. Also, the project area is not noted for unstable geologic formations susceptible
to landslide or ground failure (Merced County 2007c) and the site is generally level. Given this
existing topography, the distance to active faults, depth to groundwater, and compliance with
seismic safety requirements according to the CBC, seismic groundshaking, liquefaction, and
landslides at this location are considered unlikely. Thus, impacts from geologic hazards or to
geophysical features would be less than significant, and no mitigation would be necessary.
Question b: Less-than-significant Impact. Implementation of the proposed project could result
in temporary soil erosion and the loss of top soil due to construction activities, including clearing,
grading, and site preparation activities for the proposed active dairy facilities. The existing site is
generally level and the elevation of the area where the dairy facilities would be constructed is
approximately 170 feet MSL. Because the existing site is relatively flat, the project’s proposed dairy
facilities would not significantly change the project site topography or ground surface relief, and a
less-than-significant impact would result.
Since rough grading of the building sites was completed with construction of the existing heifer
facility, dairy facility, and recent construction of the two freestall barns, there would be little need for
grading and excavation with implementation of the proposed expansion project. However,
construction of the proposed expansion would occur over an approximate 96-acre area, and
stormwater runoff during the construction period could result in the erosion of on-site soils and
siltation and sedimentation of waterways draining the site. Construction activities disturbing one or
more acres are required by the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) to obtain a General
Construction Activity Stormwater Permit, which would require the proposed project to implement a
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). Project compliance with SWRCB and Merced
County regulations to avoid erosion siltation effects would reduce soil erosion impacts to less than
significant, and no mitigation would be required. Project impacts due to surface drainage and runoff
will be evaluated further in the EIR in the Hydrology and Water Quality chapter.
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Question c: Less-than-significant Impact. Construction of the proposed active dairy facilities
such as the freestall barns could increase loads on the project site that could cause soil settlement.
Soil present in the area of the proposed expansion of active dairy facilities includes Burchell silt
loam, 0 to 1 percent slopes (BgA). A small portion of the expansion area is located on Lewis loam,
slightly saline-alkali, 0 to 1 percent slopes (LkA) and Lewis silty clay loam, slightly saline-alkali, 0 to 1
percent (LoA) soil types. The agricultural ratings of the soils are set forth in Section II, Agriculture and
Forest Resources, above (see Table 5). While these soils have building limitations due to medium to
high shrink-swell potential (NRCS 2012), the limitations would be minimized by project design, and
the proposed agricultural facilities would not be used for human habitation. Further, the project area
is not noted for unstable geologic formations susceptible to landslide or ground failure (Merced
County 2007c). The topography surrounding the active dairy facilities is generally level, with
agricultural field elevations sloping downward from northeast to southwest. Given this existing
topography and because the area of the proposed expansion of active dairy facilities is not
considered unstable or susceptible to ground failure, the construction of the dairy facilities would
not result in soil instability.
Subsidence is the settling or sinking of parts of the earth’s surface layer. The project site is not
located within a known area of subsidence (Merced County 2007d). The proposed dairy expansion
would not result in substantial increases in groundwater withdrawal, and is not expected to result in
localized subsidence in the project area. Potential effects from unstable or expansive soils would be
minimized following compliance with the Merced County and CBC building standards. Thus,
potential impacts from landslides, lateral spreading, subsidence, or unstable soils would be less than
significant, and no mitigation would be necessary.
Question d: Less-than-significant Impact. Expansive soils are soils that expand when water is
added, and shrink when they dry out. The project site soils have minor building limitations due to
medium to high shrink-swell potential (NRCS 2012); however, the proposed agricultural facilities
would not be used for human habitation. Further, Merced County building code requires a soils
report for most non-residential structures within Merced County. Compliance with the CBC
requirements would reduce risks on the project site from shrink-swell potential to levels considered
acceptable for the State and region, and risks from expansive soils would be less than significant.
Question e: Less-than-significant Impact. The proposed dairy expansion includes installation of
a septic system near the proposed milk barn. The proposed improvements would not impact
existing subsurface sewage disposal systems. Installation of the on-site septic system would require
compliance with Merced County performance standards, and approval by the Department of
Environmental Health (Chapter 18.41, Performance Standards). Compliance with these standards
would assure that the septic system would be properly sized and designed with respect to on-site soil
capabilities to ensure the safe treatment and disposal of wastewater, and the maintenance of
groundwater quality. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant, and no mitigation would
be required.
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

VII.

Less than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
Would the project:
a)

b)

Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or
indirectly, that may have a significant impact on the
environment?

✓

Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation
adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of
greenhouse gases?

✓

Question a-b: Potentially Significant Impact. Construction and operation of the dairy expansion
project would result in greenhouse gas emissions from direct and indirect sources. The proposed
dairy expansion is anticipated to have potentially significant impacts from greenhouse gases
(including methane) that will be evaluated further in the DEIR.
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

VII.

Less than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Would the project:
a)

Create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through the routine transport, use, or
disposal of hazardous materials?

b)

Create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through reasonably foreseeable upset and
accident conditions involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment?

c)

Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or
acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste within
one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school?

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

i)

✓

✓
	
  
	
  
✓

Be located on a site which is included on a list of
hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to
Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result,
would it create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment?

✓

For a project located within an airport land use plan or,
where such a plan has not been adopted, within two
miles of a public airport or public use airport, would
the project result in a safety hazard for people residing
or working in the project area?

✓

For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip,
would the project result in a safety hazard for people
residing or working in the project area?

✓

Impair implementation of or physically interfere with
an adopted emergency response plan or emergency
evacuation plan?

✓

Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss,
injury, or death involving wildland fires, including
where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or
where residences are intermixed with wildlands?
Create significant nuisance conditions to the public or
the environment through the generation of insects due
to project operations?

✓
✓

Question a: Potentially Significant Impact. Animal agriculture, such as dairies, results in the
production of copious amounts of manure. Animal wastes contain zoonotic pathogens, which are
viruses, bacteria, and parasites of animal origin that cause disease in humans. Implementation of the
proposed Meirinho Dairy Expansion project could result in increased export of dry manure and
associated pathogens and residual contaminants, potentially causing adverse human health impacts.
These effects will be evaluated more fully in the EIR prepared for the project.
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During project operation, the feed lanes, silage storage area, and wastewater collection ponds are
treated with spray and biological controls to minimize nuisance insect populations. The dairy
operator would continue to use Roundup annually to spray weeds on the project site and would
continue to store and use diesel fuels. The storage of any hazardous material on site over threshold
quantities (55 gallons; 200 cu. ft.; or 500 pounds) would require a hazardous material business plan
(HMBP) to be filed with the Merced County Division of Environmental Health. Any quantity of
hazardous waste generated on site also requires that a HMBP be filed. The potential risk of release is
reduced within the project area and region because nutrient-rich process water would be used to
fertilize on-site crops, thereby precluding the need for large amounts of chemical fertilizers.
Similarly, available dry manure would be used off site for fertilizer and soil amendment, in place of
chemical fertilizers.
Previous evaluations of dairy operations conducted by Merced County (Merced County Animal
Confinement Ordinance Revision DEIR, February 2002; Vander Woude Dairy FEIR Staff
Presentation to Planning Commission, March 30, 2004) indicate that the following activities and
operations at dairies would not result in the release of hazardous substances to the environment:
Potential Source

Explanation

Information Source

Supplements in cattle feed

No complete exposure pathways

Animal Confinement Ordinance
DEIR, February 2002, pps. 5-141 to 5145
Genetically modified crops (grown Cattle digestive process breaks down
Vander Woude Dairy FEIR, January
as forage for dairy animals)
components in feeds, including protein
2004, pps. 3-42 to 3-43; Staff
into amino acids, and DNA into nucleic
Presentation to Planning Commission,
acids, that are then excreted; Unpublished March 30, 2004, slides 19 and 25
research indicates no adverse effects on
dung beetles from ingesting manure from
cows feeding on Bt corn; Incomplete
exposure pathway
NONE GROWN AT THE PROJECT
Recombinant Bovine Growth
Hormone

bST is a complex protein that is
immediately broken down into small,
inactive amino acids and peptides and
rendered ineffective when it enters a cows
digestive system; Incomplete exposure
pathway
NONE USED AT THE DAIRY

Vander Woude Dairy FEIR, January
2004, pps. 3-42 to 3-43; Staff
Presentation to Planning Commission,
March 30, 2004, slides 19 and 25

Antibiotics

Use of antibiotics is prohibited for the
milking herd
ANTIBIOTICS ONLY USED ON
SICK ANIMALS HOUSED IN
HOSPITAL PEN

Vander Woude Dairy FEIR, January
2004, pps. 3-42 to 3-43; Staff
Presentation to Planning Commission,
March 30, 2004, slides 19 and 25

No proposed operation or facility of the Meirinho Dairy would alter the results of these previous
evaluations regarding the release of hazardous substances to the environment from dairy operations.
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Question b: Less-than-significant Impact. As described above, the dairy operations involve the
minor transport and use of hazardous materials. However, the handling and transport of hazardous
materials would be performed in compliance with applicable rules and regulations, and the risk from
upset or accident conditions would be less-than-significant.
Question c: No Impact. The nearest existing school, Golden Valley High School, is located 5.0
miles to the north of the project site. Therefore, the dairy operations would not result in hazardous
emissions or handle hazardous waste within 0.25 miles of an existing or proposed school, and no
impact would result.
Question d: No Impact. The project site is not listed in the roll of hazardous waste sites
maintained by the State of California and Merced County for County addresses pursuant to
Government Code §65962.5, and no significant hazard to the public or the environment would
result with project implementation (list consulted May 29, 2012 (DTSC 2007).
Question e, f: No Impact. Merced Municipal Airport is the closest public airport, located over
nine miles to the northwest of the project site. There are no private airstrips within two miles of the
project area. The nearest private airstrip is located at 59 Duck Club, over five miles from the project
site. Since the project site is not located in an area for which an Airport Land Use Plan has been
prepared and no public or private airfields are within two miles of the project area, no employees of
the Meirinho Dairy Expansion project or people residing in the area of the project would be
exposed to safety hazards due to aircraft overflight. Thus, no impact would occur, and no mitigation
would be necessary.
Question g: Less-than-significant Impact. The proposed active dairy facilities and crop fields
within the project site are not located near a designated arterial roadway or a traffic control point.
The nearest designated arterial roadway is State Highway 99, located two miles to the northeast of
the project area. According to Map 17 of the Merced County General Plan (Merced County 2000),
the nearest traffic control point is located approximately 10 miles to the southwest of the project site
at the intersection of Washington Road and State Route 59 in the community of El Nido. Traffic
control points are intended to direct evacuees away from areas of risk or hazard. No modification of
area intersections is proposed by the project, and the project would not add significant amounts of
traffic that could interfere with emergency response. Further, the Meirinho Dairy Expansion project
would not result in the modification or blockage of any evacuation route, or result in an increased
concentration of large numbers of persons in an at-risk location, and a less-than-significant impact
would result with project implementation.
Question h: Less-than-significant Impact. The Merced County Fire Threat map (Merced County
2007e) designates the project site and surrounding area as having a low to moderate threat of
wildland fire. A less-than-significant impact would occur due to risk of loss, injury, or death due to
wildland fire with implementation of the proposed dairy expansion project.
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Question i: Potentially Significant Impact. While the existing agricultural character of the project
vicinity tends to minimize incompatibility to existing uses, implementation of the Meirinho Dairy
Expansion project could introduce an additional source of flies and other insects in the area of the
adjacent residences. In efforts to minimize these conflicts, there is a required minimum setback
between new or expanded confined animal facilities and individual off-site rural residents to 1,000
feet, and the construction of new off-site dwellings is prohibited within 1,000 feet of an existing
animal confinement facility. For the Meirinho Dairy Expansion project, the nearest off-site residence
is located approximately 890 feet to the west of the existing active dairy facility heifer pens. The
proposed dairy expansion would remove the existing heifer pens, increasing the distance between
the off-site residence to the west and the proposed active dairy facilities to approximately 1,370 feet
(see Figure 9). Nonetheless, because of the proximity of adjacent residences, and because expanded
operations at the dairy could result in an increase in nuisance intensity and frequency, the proposed
project may be incompatible with existing uses in the project vicinity. These effects will be evaluated
more fully in the EIR prepared for the project.
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

IX.

Less than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
Would the project:
a)
b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge
requirements?
Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere
substantially with groundwater recharge such that there
would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or lowering of
the local groundwater table level (e.g., the production
rate of pre-existing nearby wells would drop to a level
which would not support existing land uses or planned
uses for which permits have been granted)?

✓

✓

Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the
site or area, including through the alteration of the
course of a stream or river, in a manner which would
result in substantial erosion or siltation on- or off-site?

✓

Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the
site or area, including through the alteration of the
course of a stream or river, or substantially increase the
rate or amount of surface runoff in a manner which
would result in flooding on- or off-site?

✓

Create or contribute runoff water which would exceed
the capacity of existing or planned stormwater drainage
systems or provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff?

✓

Otherwise substantially degrade water quality?
✓

g)

h)
i)

j)

Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area as
mapped on a federal Flood Hazard Boundary or Flood
Insurance rate map or other hazard delineation map?
Place within a 100-year flood hazard area structures
which would impede or redirect flood flows?
Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss,
injury or death involving flooding, including flooding as
a result of the failure of a levee or dam?
Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?
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Several irrigation and drainage canals are in close proximity to the project site - the El Nido Canal is
located approximately one mile to the east. Based on historic water levels from the DWR, the depth
to groundwater is anticipated to range between 155 to 170 feet (DWR 2011). While groundwater
conditions can vary based on location and in response to local groundwater pumping and irrigation
recharge, generally, the groundwater flow direction in the area is from the northeast to the southwest
(AMEC 2008; Nolte 2009). The facility is located within the Merced subbasin, a basin characterized
by known calcium-magnesium bicarbonate, sodium bicarbonate, and calcium-sodium bicarbonate
water quality issues, nitrate, iron, and chloride impairments, and decreasing groundwater levels in the
very southwest, central, and extreme north central portion of the basin (Merced County 2007f).
Domestic water to the site is delivered by three on-site domestic water wells. Irrigation water is
supplied by surface water from adjacent canals and three on-site irrigation wells.
Question a, f: Potentially Significant Impact. Dairy facilities pose a number of potential risks to
water quality, primarily related to the amount of manure and process water that they generate.
Manure and process water from dairy facilities can contribute pollutants such as nutrients (nitrogen),
ammonia, organic matter, sediments, pathogens, hormones, antibiotics, and total dissolved solids
(salts). These pollutants, if uncontrolled, can cause several types of water quality impacts, including
contamination of drinking water, impairment of irrigation systems, and impairment of surface
waters.
For the proposed Meirinho Dairy Expansion project, animal wastes from freestall and other
concrete-surfaced areas would continue to be flushed to an on-site waste management system,
except for solid manure within corral areas, which is scraped. Liquid manure would continue to be
directed to the mechanical separator and settling basins and then treated in the wastewater pond.
Wastewater would continue to be mixed with irrigation water and applied to the land. With
conversion of 78 acres of existing cropland for construction of new active dairy facilities, there
would be approximately 824 acres remaining for oat, silage-soft dough, corn, and other silage
cropland available for disposal of dairy wastewater. Dairy process water contains many
contaminants, including elevated levels of salts and nitrogen. Because of their environmental and
chemical characteristics, nitrogen and salts are used as the chemical markers for assessing the safety
and effectiveness of process water management for confined dairy and cattle facilities. For
regulatory purposes, if all of the nitrogen and salt generated by a proposed dairy or other animal
confinement facility are safely and effectively managed, the other lesser constituents of the process
water would be controlled as well. While the existing and proposed waste management systems
would act to prevent groundwater contamination, the operation of the Meirinho Dairy Expansion
project may result in degradation of groundwater resources and potential adverse effects to surface
water quality. This would be a potentially significant impact to be evaluated further in the EIR for
the proposed project.
The EIR will include a water quality characterization and impacts analysis based on water quality
data available from nearby water wells. Monitoring wells would be required for the dairy expansion
as a part of the Individual WDRs to be issued for the dairy, but may not be completed prior to the
CEQA analysis.
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Question b: Potentially Significant Impact. Both groundwater and surface water resources
currently provide water used for the dairy operation. The proposed expansion project includes the
continued use of existing water resources. Water usage for the dairy could increase with the
proposed herd expansion. Project impacts to groundwater levels will be evaluated further in the EIR
for the proposed project.
Question c, d, e: Potentially Significant Impact. The project involves the removal of the existing
heifer pens and the construction of additional facilities at a previously existing dairy. These
additional facilities would convert approximately 78 acres of existing cropland to active dairy
facilities. Stormwater runoff during the construction period could result in erosion, siltation, and
sedimentation of waterways draining the site. Project impacts due to surface drainage and runoff will
be evaluated further in the EIR for the proposed project.
Question g, h, i: Less-than-significant Impact. The Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) provides information on flood hazards for communities based on its Flood Insurance Rate
Maps (FIRM). According to FEMA, the majority of the project site is located in Flood Zone X
(FIRM 2008). In this area of Merced County, Flood Zone X is defined as an area outside the 500year and 100-year flood plain (e.g., an area of minimal flood hazards), or areas that have a 0.2
percent annual chance of flood. The southern and southeastern portion of project site cultivated as
cropland is located in Flood Zone AH. Flood Zone AH areas have a one percent annual chance of
flood (100-year flood) and flood depths range from one to three feet, and usually occur in ponding
areas. The majority of the proposed active dairy facilities are not located in a hazard zone. However,
the southeast corner of the proposed dairy facilities, where the hay barns and silage slab are
proposed to be sited, are within Flood Zone AH. Merced County regulates development within the
100-year floodplain pursuant to Zoning Code §18.34.050, Provisions for Flood Hazard Reduction (Flood
Ordinance).
The County’s Flood Ordinance defines areas of special flood hazard as Zones A, AO, AE or AH.
Because the site is located in a special flood hazard area, no development may occur on the project
site until all of the relevant requirements of the Flood Ordinance have been satisfied. These
requirements as set forth in §18.34.050 of the Zoning Code include construction standards for both
occupied and non-occupied structures, utilities, mobile homes, and for non-residential structures.
These standards include anchoring structures to prevent flotation, collapse or movement, raising
structures above the base flood elevation or otherwise floodproofing them, constructing adequate
drainage paths around structures to guide floodwaters around and away from proposed structures,
providing a determination of the base flood elevation as determined by a licensed engineer, and
drafting all subdivision plans so that they identify the flood hazard area and elevation of the base
flood, and provide the elevation of proposed structures and pads.
For areas within the special flood hazard zones, flood insurance is mandatory; FEMA Elevation
Certificates would be required for construction within these areas. Compliance with FEMA
requirements would be added as a condition of approval for the project pursuant to the
requirements of the Flood Ordinance, and would protect the project area from unnecessary flood
hazards.
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While there are several residences located on the project site, they are not located within a flood
hazard area, and there are no new residences proposed for the dairy expansion. Because the majority
of the proposed active dairy facilities are located outside of flood hazard areas, and the project
would be consistent with FEMA and Merced County policies to reduce flood hazards, the project
would not redirect flood flows or result in any adverse effects due to flood hazards. Therefore,
residents, employees, or structures would not be exposed to the risk of flooding, including flooding
as a result of the failure of a levee or dam. A less-than-significant impact from flooding would result,
and no mitigation would be necessary.
Question j: No Impact. The proposed project site is located approximately 80 miles from the
Pacific Ocean and distant from any large lakes, at an elevation ranging from approximately 167 feet
to 177 feet above MSL. Mudslides and other forms of mass wasting occur on steep slopes in areas
that contain susceptible soils or geology, typically as a result of an earthquake or high rainfall event.
The project site is located on relatively flat ground. Therefore, the proposed project would not result
in a significant impact related to a seiche, tsunami, or mudslides, and no mitigation would be
necessary.
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

X.

Less than
Significant with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

LAND USE AND PLANNING
Would the project:
a)

Physically divide an established community?

b)

Conflict with applicable land use plan, policy, or
regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over the
project (including, but not limited to, the general plan,
specific plan, local coastal program, or zoning
ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect?

c)

Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan
or natural community conservation plan?

✓

✓
✓

Question a: No Impact. The land surrounding the project site and in the vicinity is primarily
developed for agriculture. Scattered rural residences are located in the general area of the project;
most are associated with agricultural operations. Other than scattered rural residences, there is no
established community in the project area. Because the project would not divide a community, no
adverse effects would result, and no mitigation would be necessary.
Question b: Potentially Significant Impact. Existing land uses on the project site include a heifer
facility, an existing dairy facility, and irrigated cropland. Land uses within the project area are
regulated by Merced County through the various plans and ordinances adopted by the County.
These adopted plans include the Merced County General Plan and the zoning ordinance. The
Merced County General Plan designates the project site and the surrounding areas as Agricultural. A
goal of the Merced County General Plan is to restrict conversion of agricultural land while
maintaining the farming aspect. The project site is within the Merced County A-1 (General
Agricultural) zoning district. The intent of the A-1 zone is to provide for areas of more intensive
farming operations and agricultural commercial uses dependent on proximity to urban areas or
location in sparsely populated low traffic areas. The proposed dairy expansion would be a
continuation of existing agricultural uses on the project site, and would be consistent with the
agricultural zoning.
In Merced County, animal confinement facilities, such as a dairy, may be permitted in all agricultural
zones subject to approval of an Administrative Permit or Conditional Use Permit based on the
number of off-site dwellings within the windshed (Merced County Code §18.02, Figure 3). As
defined by the Merced County Code, animal confinement facilities face greater regulatory scrutiny
for compatible land uses under the Conditional Use Permit if off-site residential dwellings are located
within the windshed, defined as an area of 1,320 feet upwind to 2,640 downwind of the periphery of
the animal facility (for a discussion of land use compatibility, see below). For the Meirinho Dairy
Expansion project, there are several off-site residential dwellings within the windshed of the dairy. The
County is considering the dairy expansion project under its Conditional Use Permit process.
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Within Merced County, Conditional Use Permits are discretionary permits for use of land that
require special review and control to ensure that they are compatible with the neighborhood and
surrounding residences. They are considered more likely to have greater impacts than uses permitted
by right or uses permitted under Administrative Permits (Merced County Code §18.50.02b). The
proponents of the proposed Meirinho Dairy Expansion project have made an application to the
County of Merced for a Conditional Use Permit to bring the existing dairy facility into compliance
with Merced County’s permit requirements and to construct and operate the proposed dairy
expansion.
Chapter 18.48.040 of the Merced County Code requires at least a 1,000-foot setback between animal
confinement facilities such as the Meirinho Dairy and off-site residences. The setback distance is
measured from the nearest point of active areas of the animal confinement facility to the nearest
point of the residence. For the Meirinho Dairy, one residence is located approximately 890 feet to
the west of existing active animal facilities (see Figure 9). According to Merced County Code
Chapter 18.48.040 B(2), the modification or expansion of an existing facility must not decrease the
existing separation distance from the nearest residence. The proposed dairy expansion involves the
removal the existing heifer pens, thereby increasing the distance between the off-site residence to
the west and active dairy facilities to approximately 1,370 feet (see Figure 9).
While the existing agricultural character of the vicinity would tend to minimize incompatibility to
existing uses in the project vicinity, implementation of the Meirinho Dairy Expansion project could
introduce an additional source of odors, flies, and other insects in the area of the one off-site
residence. (Potential adverse odor effects are addressed in Section III, Air Quality of this Initial
Study.) The EIR prepared for the Merced County Animal Confinement Ordinance Revisions
assesses potential land use conflicts with rural residences for new and expanding dairies in Merced
County. In efforts to minimize these conflicts, there is a required minimum setback between new or
expanded confined animal facilities and individual off-site rural residents to 1,000 feet, and the
construction of new off-site dwellings is prohibited within 1,000 feet of an existing animal
confinement facility. Because of the proximity of adjacent residences, the proposed project may be
incompatible with existing uses in the project vicinity. This would be a potentially significant impact
to be evaluated in the EIR.
Question c: No Impact. Because the project site is not located in an area covered by an adopted
Habitat Conservation Plan or Natural Community Conservation Plan, no conflict with any local
conservation program would occur. No significant impact would result, and no mitigation would be
necessary.
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

XI.

Less than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

MINERAL RESOURCES
Would the project:
a)

b)

Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral
resource that would be of value to the region and
residents of the state?
Result in the loss of availability of a locally-important
mineral resource recovery site delineated on a local
general plan, specific plan, or other land use plan?

✓

✓

Question a-b: No Impact. Mineral resources within Merced County consist of aggregate deposits
located along the Merced River and adjacent existing and historic watercourses. According to
Background Report for the Merced County General Plan Update Figure 8-11, the project site is not
located in an area of sand and gravel resources (Merced County 2007g). No important mineral
deposits, Mineral Resource Zones, or existing or previous mines are located in the area or on the
project site. Because none of these resources and resource protection zones is located in the project
area, no adverse effects would result and no mitigation would be necessary.
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

XII.

Less than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

NOISE
Would the project result in:
a)

b)
c)

d)

e)

f)

Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in
excess of standards established in the local general plan
or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other
agencies?
Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive
groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels?
A substantial permanent increase in ambient noise
levels in the project vicinity above levels existing
without the project?
A substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient
noise levels in the project vicinity above levels existing
without the project?
For a project located within an airport land use plan, or
where such a plan has not been adopted, within two
miles of a public airport or public use airport, would
the project expose people residing or working in the
project areas to excessive noise levels?
For a project in the vicinity of a private airstrip, would
the project expose people residing or working in the
project area to excessive noise levels?

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Potential noise impacts of the Meirinho Dairy Expansion project can be categorized as those
resulting from construction and those from operational activities. Construction noise would have a
short-term effect; operational noise would continue throughout the lifetime of the project.
Construction associated with the development of the project would increase noise levels temporarily
during the construction of the proposed dairy facilities. Operational noise associated with the
expansion of the dairy facilities would occur 24 hours per day, 365 days per year, with most
operations concentrated during daylight hours.
Some land uses are considered more sensitive to noise levels than other uses. Sensitive land uses can
include residences, schools, nursing homes, hospitals, and some public facilities, such as libraries.
Sensitive land uses also may include areas that contain threatened or endangered biological species,
known to be sensitive to noise. The noise level experienced at a sensitive receptor depends on the
distance between the source and the receptor, presence or absence of noise barriers and other
shielding devices, and the amount of noise attenuation (lessening) provided by the intervening
terrain. For line sources, such as vehicular traffic, noise decreases by about 3.0 to 4.5 dBA for every
doubling of the distance from the roadway.
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The 2000 Merced County General Plan Noise Element provides a basis for local policies to control
and abate environmental noise, and to protect the citizens of Merced County from excessive noise
exposure (Merced County 2000a). The County also enforces its Noise Ordinance (Chapter 10.60,
Noise Control) in the County Code. This ordinance contains noise level standards for residential and
non-residential land uses. Specifically, the County code sets 65 dBA Ldn2 and 75 dB Lmax standards
for residential property, with standards applicable to nonresidential properties 5 dB higher (Chapter
10.60.030). The Merced County Code noise standard is 70 dB Ldn3 for agricultural uses (Merced
County Code §18.41.070C). According to County Code (Chapter 10.60.040), construction activities
that include the operation of any tools or equipment used during construction, drilling, earthmoving
activities, excavating, or demolition are prohibited from 6:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. the following day on
weekdays. They are also prohibited at any hour during weekend days or legal holidays, except for
emergency work.
Question a through d: Less-than-Significant.

Construction Noise
Construction of the Meirinho Dairy Expansion project may result in a temporary increase in
ambient noise levels. The project would be constructed in two phases. The first phase would involve
the construction of a milk barn, processing pit, mechanical separator, commodity area, storage pond,
and a storage area for manure (two freestall barns have already been constructed on site). The
second phase would involve the construction of the open lot corrals and hay barns. Construction
activities would be considered an intermittent noise impact throughout the construction period of
the project. These activities could result in various effects on sensitive receptors, depending on the
presence of intervening barriers or other insulating materials. Noise levels produced during
construction would not likely exceed those determined to be acceptable for parcels not zoned for
residential land use by the Merced County General Plan (80 dBA Lmax4 at the property line)
(Merced County Code §18.41.070B). Also, no feature of the project would cause noticeable levels of
ground borne vibration or noise. Further, Merced County Code §18.41.070C(1) acknowledges there
may be temporary, elevated noise levels during construction. Because construction activities would
be temporary and would not likely result in noise levels that exceed General Plan standards for
agricultural areas, construction noise would be considered to be a less-than-significant impact, and
no mitigation would be necessary.

Operational Noise
Situated in a rural area removed from significant noise sources, the noise environment within the
project site is dominated by traffic noise from trucks and vehicles on Healy Road, BVD Road, and
private roadways, and operational noise from agricultural uses on the site. Existing operational noise
is associated with on-site dairy operations and crop cultivation and associated agricultural operations.
Most noise events are associated with tractor and equipment operation. With project
implementation, there would be little increase in existing ambient noise levels. No new large
machinery or other noise-producing activities would occur; and no activities different from those
currently occurring, or closer to nearby residences, are proposed. However, some permanent
increases associated with noise generated by additional vehicle and truck trips would occur.
3
4

Ldn = Day/night average sound level during 24-hour day.
Lmax: The highest root-mean-square (RMS) sound level measured over a given period of time. Ldn Day/Night
Average Sound Level: the 24 hour average noise level weighted by a factor of three.
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Generally, a doubling of traffic is necessary to result in a perceptible change in noise levels. Daily
trips associated with the proposed project are estimated to increase from 100 to 200 average daily
trips, with an approximate increase of 5.4 heavy truck trips. Since the proposed project would result
in a doubling of traffic volumes on nearby roadways, it would be expected to expose land uses near
the project site to increased noise levels. However, because most vehicle and truck trips would be
associated with daytime employee and commodity and delivery trips, the proposed project noise
levels produced during operation would not exceed those determined to be acceptable for
agriculture by the Merced County General Plan. Also, noise levels in the vicinity of the project site
would comply with the Merced County Code noise standard of 70 dB Ldn for agricultural uses
(Merced County Code §18.41.070C). This would be a less-than-significant impact, and no mitigation
would be necessary.
Question e, f: No Impact. The Merced Municipal Airport is located over nine miles to the
northwest of the project site. There are no private airstrips located in the project vicinity. Since the
project is not located within an area for which an Airport Land Use Plan has been prepared, and no
public or private airfields are located within two miles of the project area, employees working at the
proposed dairy facility would not be exposed to adverse levels of noise due to aircraft overflight.
Therefore, no significant impacts would occur, and no mitigation would be necessary.
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

XIII.
a)

b)

c)

Less than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

POPULATION AND HOUSING
Would the project:
Induce substantial growth in an area either directly
(e.g., by proposing new homes and businesses) or
indirectly (for example through extension of roads or
other infrastructure)?

✓

Displace substantial numbers of existing housing,
necessitating the construction of replacement housing
elsewhere?
Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating
the construction of replacement housing elsewhere?

✓
✓

Question a: Less-than-Significant Impact. The Meirinho Dairy Expansion project site is located
in an agricultural region developed with other animal confinement operations, including other
dairies. It would not result in a new or different type of use for the area, nor does the project create
or improve any infrastructure serving the site or region. The proposed project is consistent with
Merced County land use plans, and no modification of land use and development policies would be
necessary to accommodate the proposed dairy project.
The dairy currently employs a staff of approximately 12 workers. With implementation of the
proposed project, the number of employees would increase to 35 to 45 workers. In January 2012,
the labor force in Merced County totaled 107,400 persons, with an unemployment rate of 18.8
percent (or 20,200 unemployed persons) (EDD 2012). The increased labor needs of the project can
be accommodated by this existing workforce within Merced County, and would not require the
importation of workers. Similarly, any additional housing demands caused by project employees
could be accommodated by existing and planned housing resources within Merced County, and a
less-than-significant impact would result.
The population of Merced County on January 1, 2012 was estimated to be 258,736 (DOF 2012).
The State Department of Finance projects that Merced County’s population will be 506,666 persons
in 2050 (DOF 2012a). The projected 35 to 45 future workers from the proposed Meirinho Dairy
Expansion project, together with their dependents, would not constitute a significant component of
the Merced County population change. The project would not exceed population projections or
result in any significant growth inducing effects.
Therefore, the proposed project would not result in substantial direct or indirect growth
inducement, and no adverse impacts would occur.
Question b, c: No Impact. There are three residences located on site associated with the existing
dairy operations. The proposed project would not include any additional housing. No direct loss or
degradation of existing housing units would occur with project implementation. Since the existing
residences would be unaffected by the proposed project, implementation of the project would not
displace substantial numbers of people or existing housing units, and no impact would occur.
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

XIV.
a)

Less than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

PUBLIC SERVICES
Would the project result in substantial adverse physical
impacts associated with the provision of new or
physically altered governmental facilities, need for new
or physically altered governmental facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable
service ratios, response times, or other performance
objectives of any of the public services:
Fire protection?

✓

Police protection?

✓

Schools?

✓

Parks?

✓

Other public facilities?

✓

Question a: Less-than-significant Impact. The Merced County Fire Station 81 is located
approximately 6 miles northwest of the project site in the City of Merced. Operation of the
Meirinho Dairy Expansion project would include expansion of a large, developed use in an area
without developed fire safety facilities. Because of this, fire risk and hazard could increase. In
response to this common condition in agricultural areas of the County, the Merced County Fire
Department generally imposes requirements for on-site water storage for fire protection.
Compliance with measures as set forth by the Fire Department would be required as conditions of
approval and would reduce fire risk and hazard to levels found acceptable by the Merced County
Fire Department.
Nearby services to the project site include Golden Valley High School, Farmdale Elementary,
Pioneer Elementary School, and the Merced County Branch Library, all located approximately 5.0 to
7.0 miles north and northwest of the project site. The Merced County Sheriff Department, located
in the City of Merced, provides service to the project area. Hospital services in the County are also
located in Merced. No feature of the project would result in the need for new or altered services for
police protection, schools, libraries, or health services. Because no new residences are to be
constructed on site, and needed employees are expected to be drawn from the local labor pool, no
substantial increase in population is expected to result from the proposed project, and no increases
in the demands for public services such as schools, libraries, or health services requiring the
construction of new facilities are expected. (Potential effects on parks are addressed in Section XV,
Recreation, of this Initial Study.) Additionally, no feature of the proposed use would pose unusual
police protection demands. This, coupled with the lack of substantial population increase, indicates
that no increased demands for police protection services would be expected. No significant impacts
would occur, and no mitigation would be necessary.
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

XV.

Less than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

RECREATION
Would the project:
a)

b)

Increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional
parks or other recreational facilities such that
substantial physical deterioration of the facility would
occur or be accelerated?
Include recreational facilities or require the
construction or expansion of recreational facilities
which might have an adverse physical effect on the
environment?

✓

✓

Question a, b: No Impact. No substantial increase in population would occur with
implementation of the project. Thus, there would be no increase in the demand for neighborhood
or regional parks or other recreational facilities that would require the construction of new facilities
or modification of existing recreation resources. No existing public recreational resources are
located on the project site or in the vicinity. No adverse effect would occur, and no mitigation
would be necessary.
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

XVI.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Less than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC
Would the project:
Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy
establishing measures of effectiveness for the
performance of the circulation system, taking into
account all modes of transportation including mass
transit and non-motorized travel and relevant
components of the circulation system, including but
not limited to intersections, street, highways and
freeways, pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mass
transit?
Conflict with an applicable congestion management
program, including, but not limited to level of service
standards and travel demand measures, or other
standards established by the county congestion
management agency for designated roads or highways?

✓

✓

Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including
either an increase in traffic levels or a change in
location that results in substantial safety risks?
Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature
(e.g., sharp curves or dangerous intersections) or
incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment)?

e)

Result in inadequate emergency access?

f)

Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs
regarding public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities,
or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of
such facilities?

✓

✓
✓

✓

Currently, the site is served by heavy trucks (milk tankers, commodity deliveries), and other vehicles.
Existing daily trips by heavy vehicles are estimated at 8.4 average daily trips, consisting mainly of
heavy truck trips from milk tankers and delivery trucks. Average daily trips for all classes of vehicles
are estimated at 100 trips. All trips currently access Healy Road via a private roadway located north
of existing facilities. State Highway 99 to the east provides regional access to the dairy. Private
internal roads would continue to be used for the agricultural operations and movement of harvested
crops from the fields to the dairy and the dry manure to the fields.
Question a, b: Less-than-significant Impact. The Merced County Public Works Department has
instituted roadway improvement conditions for new or expanding projects that would impact the
County’s road system. The proposed dairy herd expansion would result in the addition of
approximately 100 trips per day, including an additional 5.4 heavy truck trips per day (see Table 4 on
page 14 of this Initial Study). Because of the existing low levels of traffic in the vicinity, and because
minimal new trips would be generated by the proposed project expansion, there would be no
reduction of the existing Level of Service on Healy Road. The following condition is identified to
maintain adequate traffic circulation at the project site. With implementation of this condition,
impacts to roadways would be less than significant, and no additional mitigation would be necessary.
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1. The Applicant shall improve the existing driveway approach onto Healy Road, in
accordance with Chapter 7 of the Merced County Department of Public Works
Improvement Standards and Specifications. Applicant shall be required to obtain an
Encroachment Permit from the County to perform said driveway improvement.
Question c: No Impact. The proposed project would not result in the generation of air traffic, and
the project is not located within an airport land use plan or within the vicinity of a public use airport
or private airfield (Merced County ALUC 1999). Merced Municipal Airport, the closest public
airport, is located over nine miles to the northwest of the project site. Therefore, the proposed
project would not impact air traffic patterns.
Question d, e: Less-than-significant Impact. According to the Merced County General Plan,
freeways and major County roads would be used as primary evacuation routes. No modifications to
any existing roadway are proposed either during project construction or operation. Construction of
the proposed dairy facilities would allow for the access of emergency vehicles and would not
increase roadway hazards from the design of project roads. In addition, the County Fire Department
maintains standards for access roadways to provide for adequate emergency access. After
preliminary review by the County Public Works and Fire Department, the proposed project may
require minor roadway improvements related to the project’s existing driveway approach onto Healy
Road and the project’s access roadways for fire apparatus. Project implementation would not
interrupt emergency access to the dairy facility and compliance with County roadway standards
would ensure safety impacts from hazards due to design features are less than significant.
Question f: No Impact. According to the Merced County Background Report (Figure 6-2), Healy
Road is a minor collector two-lane rural roadway that does not include any infrastructure for bicycles
or pedestrians (Merced County 2007h). No bus transit serves the project vicinity; and no adopted
policies with respect to alternative modes of transportation adopted as part of the Merced County
General Plan apply to the proposed facility. Therefore, the project would have no effect on
alternative modes of transportation and it would not conflict with adopted policies, plans, or
programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities. No impact would result, and no
mitigation would be necessary.
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

XVII.
a)

Less than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS
Would the project:
Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the
applicable Regional Water Quality Control Board?

✓
b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

Require or result in the construction of new water or
wastewater treatment facilities or expansion of existing
facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental effects?

✓

Require or result in the construction of new storm
water drainage facilities or expansion of existing
facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental effects?

	
  

Have sufficient water supplies available to serve the
project from existing water entitlements and resources,
or are new or expanded entitlements needed?

	
  

✓

✓

Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment
provider which serves or may serve the project that it
has adequate capacity to serve the project’s projected
demand in addition to the provider’s existing
commitments?

✓

Be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted
capacity to accommodate the project’s solid waste
disposal needs?

✓

Comply with federal, state, and local statutes and
regulations related to solid waste?

✓

Because confined animal facilities, including dairies, would not require additional public facilities
beyond those typically provided in agricultural areas, the operations of facilities to serve the
expanded herd would not be expected to increase the demand for public facilities beyond the levels
provided and planned for by public utilities.
Question a, b, e: Less-than-significant Impact. The proposed dairy expansion would result in
the construction of a septic system near the proposed milk barn. In its preliminary review of the
proposed dairy expansion, Merced County DEH included the following conditions to protect the
existing septic system:
1. All septic tanks must be protected from vehicular traffic and flooding. The existing
septic tanks and leach line areas are to be unpaved, contain no structures, and be
protected from compaction (vehicular traffic, etc.). The leach line replacement area
(residential: 100% of required existing leach field; commercial, agricultural, industrial:
300% of required leach field) is to be unpaved and contain no structures.
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2. Provide the Merced County DEH with a plot plan showing all existing and proposed
wells and existing and proposed septic systems, including 100% leach line replacement
area for residences and 300% replacement area for the milk barn and any other nonresidential septic system. Indicate which residences are served by which wells and the
number of occupants of each residence.
With the above improvements, the existing and proposed septic systems would be compliant with
DEH conditions, and a less-than-significant impact would occur. For a discussion of dairy
wastewater disposal and compliance with CVRWQCB requirements, see Section IX, Hydrology and
Water Quality.
Question c: Less-than-significant Impact. The project site receives minimal off-site storm runon. All stormwater generated at the project site from existing and proposed areas with impermeable
surfaces is, and would continue to be, collected and routed to the existing wastewater management
system. All stormwater generated by the project would be collected and maintained within the
project proponent’s larger property. Therefore, no adverse effects to storm drainage are expected,
and no needs for, or modifications to, storm drainage systems in the project vicinity are necessary.
For more information regarding storm drainage, see Section IX, Hydrology and Water Quality, above.
Question d: Less-than-significant Impact. Domestic water to the residences is provided by onsite water wells. Irrigation water is supplied by both surface and groundwater from nearby canals and
on-site irrigation wells. The proposed project includes the continued use of canal water and existing
irrigation wells. Implementation of the project would not require the development of any new or
expanded surface water supply facilities on the project site or elsewhere. No significant impact
would occur, and no additional mitigation would be necessary. For additional information regarding
the project’s water use and supplies, see Section IX, Hydrology and Water Quality, above.
Question f, g: Less-than-significant Impact. Implementation of the proposed project would not
require extra stops for solid waste removal since business uses on the site would be unchanged.
(Disposal of manure is outside of the normal waste stream, and is provided by the project
proponent. Since the manure is used to fertilize agricultural fields, there would be no effect on
landfill capacity or Merced County’s adopted Integrated Waste Management Plan.) Provision of
solid waste collection service to serve the proposed project would be subject to the normal tariffs
and requirements of the service provider, and would not result in the need for any major new
systems or substantial alterations to these utility systems.
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

Potentially
Significant
Unless
Mitigated

Less than
Significant
Impact

No Impact

XVIII. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE
a)

b)

c)

Does the project have the potential to degrade the
quality of the environment, substantially reduce the
habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or
wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels,
threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community,
reduce the number or restrict the range of a rare or
endangered plant or animal or eliminate important
examples of the major periods of California history or
prehistory?
Does the project have impacts that are individually
limited, but cumulatively considerable? (“Cumulatively
considerable” means that the incremental effects of a
project are considerable when viewed in connection with
the effects of past projects, the effects of other current
projects, and the effects of probable future projects.)
Does the project have environmental effects which will
cause substantial adverse effects on human beings, either
directly or indirectly?

✓

✓
✓

Question a, b: Potentially Significant. As discussed in this Initial Study, the proposed Meirinho
Dairy Expansion has the potential to exceed SJVAPCD criteria for air emissions, including
greenhouse gases; adversely affect biological resources; disturb unknown cultural resources; degrade
water quality; result in incompatible land uses; result in nuisance levels of insects; and cause hazards
from off-site transport of dry manure. These would be potentially significant impacts to be evaluated
further in the EIR for the Meirinho Dairy Expansion project. In addition, the proposed project may
contribute to cumulative effects in these areas. The project has been determined not to have
significant project level effects for any additional environmental issue. Therefore, implementation of
the project would not contribute to any cumulative effects in these other areas. Because of potential
cumulative impacts to the areas listed above, such impacts will be evaluated further in the EIR for
the proposed project.
Question c: Potentially Significant. Because of the potential environmental impacts identified in
this Initial Study, the proposed Meirinho Dairy Expansion project may have the potential to cause
substantial adverse effects on human beings. This would be a potentially significant impact to be
evaluated further in the EIR for the proposed project.
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